REAL-TIME GLOBAL NEWS COVERAGE
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Independence. Integrity. Freedom from bias. Reuters World Service, our real-time text newswire, gives you the crucial, non-stop news coverage of global events you can trust.

Imagine having the world in your newsroom. Getting up-to-the-second, totally objective, breaking news – 24/7. Comprehensive on-the-spot reporting on political, diplomatic and social issues, natural disasters, human-interest stories, science, environment, sports, business and much more, in depth. Rigorously sourced, checked and edited by experienced editors, you’ll never miss a thing.

The true value of the world leader

- We’re in every corner of the world: We have more bureaus than any other news organization and you can be sure our reporting is accurate, timely, objective and guided by our strict editorial principles.
- Around the world. Around the corner: We combine strong local knowledge and sourcing – with international context and perspective.
- We appeal to a more discerning, well-educated market: Our trustworthy, high-quality content goes beyond commoditized reporting. This attracts and retains a discreet, highly sought-after audience – and increases revenue.
- Be seen in the same corner: Add credibility to your organization by partnering with a true global news leader.

Features that give you the edge

- Ready to publish: Coverage includes breaking news, analysis, features, interviews and sidebars
- Keep ahead: The most important stories and highest value content delivered daily
- Prioritize & specialize: Much more human interest and lifestyle content than ever before. From travel to showbiz to wining and dining, all content is organized by themes – offering you something different every day
- Focus on sport: In-depth coverage of all the major sports events around the globe, including soccer, tennis, golf, motor sports, rugby and cricket
- Help at hand: Benefit from news planning tools including daily and weekly diaries, daily schedules, regular advisories and a 24/7 Global Helpline

Delivery Specifications

Updates: Global
Delivered via all Reuters Connect platforms:
- Media Express, RSS, Push, Content Downloader, Web Services (API)
File Format
- News: ML-G2 Standard

To subscribe or learn more about this service, please contact your Thomson Reuters Account Manager or email us at: newsagency@thomsonreuters.com
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